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High Precision Machinery.
For Heat Exchanger Production.

Technical Data

LW1000 Fin Rolling Machines
High quality lexan enclosure
360°-transparency, barrier-free operation.

Lexan decoiler enclosure
Optimum transparency, improved safety.

Precision form rolls
High lifetime, OEM quality.

Strip feeding speed

max. 130 m/min

Production speed

max. 15 m/min

Number of tracks

1

Machine running direction

Left to right

Strip material

Aluminum / Copper

Strip thickness

Aluminum: 0,07 - 0,15 mm / Copper: 0,035 - 0,10 mm

Cut off rate

max. 80 cuts/min

Cut length

free programmable in steps of 1 pitch

Cut length tolerance

± 0 pitches

Fin height

4 - 12 mm ± 0,05 mm

Fin width

12 - 150 mm

Fin pitch

2,3 - 4,0 mm

Standard Equipment / Optional Equipment
Human Machine Interface
Intuitive, user-friendly.

We know the demands:
Fin production in OEM quality
Specifically harmonized according to the needs of Aftermarket

Quality and service at the highest level
When developing this machine a special focus was given

In addition to the well-known OEM applications in the field

to the preservation of the well-known Schöler-quality.

of fin production for heat exchangers, Schöler also offers

Adjustments were made only on additional components.

a fin machine which has been specifically harmonized

The form rolls and their production process are still iden-

according to the needs of Aftermarket manufacturers.

tical to the OEM-applications.

For the LW100 fin rolling machine functions and equip-

And, of course, the Aftermarket manufacturers also be-

ment components, which for the conventional fin mills are

nefit from the excellent Schöler service. Shortest possible

designed for extreme demands under continuous opera-

delivery times for spare and wearing parts are a matter of

tion and varied fin geometrics at the OEM, are adapted

course, as a 24/7 Service hotline and extensive remote-

to the conditions of the Aftermarket manufacturers. Not

support possibilities.

Single decoiler incl. linear speed control

¢

Strip lubricator - felt roll type

¢

Machine base

¢

Twin roller stand for main and transport roller

¢

Control cabinet, integrated in machine base

¢

Main roller

¢

Tool set drives, three-phase drive

¢

Transport roller

¢

Oiler control with depressurized single tank
system for strip lubrication

¢

Squeeze box

¢

Enclosure with manual swivelling doors

¢

Pitching station

¢

HMI with color TFT screen

¢

Air blower

£

Edge folding device

£

Cut off unit, pneumatic

¢

Strip brake, pneumatically controlled felt pad type

¢

Fin chute

¢

¢ : standard equipment | £ : optional equipment

Floor Plan

1900

Integrated control cabinet
Reduced space requirements, easy installation.

least in order reach an optimum price-performance ratio
for this market segment.

4600

Form rolls constitue the core competence
Without a doubt, the form rolls are the core piece of the fin rolling machines.
The effective interaction of all activities, from construction, production and
installation to quaality control, brings about the proven Schöler quality, which
is known worldwide, with the therewith associated, guaranteed, best possible service life. The 3D-construction and simulation of the form rolls are as
obvious here as the many years of experience in the areas of thickness and
surface grinding of discs, profile grinding and highly precise grinding of the
louver angle.
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